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The ending of diplomatic relationship with United States Government in 1979,
resulted in a very ambiguous political environment between ROC and U.S. and
severely affected ROC's procurement system. It is clear that to find a more efficient
means of acquisition of arms has become a critical lesson in the Republic of China
currently.
This thesis concerns the concepts, methods and procedures of the United States
foreign military sales. It also evaluates the Republic of China's current
procurement system.
It concludes that a good understanding of the process of the United States
Foreign Military Sales Program will inprove the effectiveness and efficiency in the
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
On December 15, 1978, President Jimmy Carter announced the normalization
of relations with the People's Republic of China (PRC) and the "derecognition" of
the Republic of China on Taiwan (ROC). During the decade of negotiations
between Taiwan and Washington, United States arms transfer policies seems always
clouded by prudent concern for the climate of international diplomacy and favored
PRC.
During those years the ROC suffered what is perhaps the highest turndown
rate on Foreign Military Sales (FMS) requests to the United States of any foreign
government attempting to put together a defense capability that would be credible
against a clear and present danger.
Yet the United States remains the supplier of choice for the ROC military
command for a variety reasons. Most of the ROC military has been trained with
American equipment. American military equipment, furthermore, is among the
best in the world. ROC representatives have long contact with American suppliers,
and in a world in which the ROC no longer enjoys diplomatic recognition among
the major suppliers, it is difficult for her to establish and secure access to
alternative arms procurement markets.
Given such a critical environment, it is worthwhile to set forth and examine the
issues which affect ROC's acquisition system. The purpose of this thesis is to
describe and analyze the current processes and policies of the United States FMS
and of the ROC's procurement system and objected to give a better understand of
the function of the United States FMS by the officer of ROC who works in this field
which hope led to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of ROC's acquisition of
arms.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given ROC's inability to procure arms elsewhere, and its limited ability to
produce its own military equipment, the future security of the ROC will depend
largely on the willingness of the American government to allow arms sales
adequate to the defense of ROC.
No one is in a position to predict the outcome of American's China policy, but
it is always necessary for the ROC to find a more efficient method of acquisition.
C. SCOPE AND LIMITATION
Based on ROC's special diplomatic environment, political considerations
should be recognized as being important and sometimes crucial factors with respect
to the initiation, negotiation, and consummation of Foreign Military Sales. Because
of its complexity and diversity, political considerations were not subjected to
discuss within the scope of this research.
The primary study will refer to the acquisition process of the United States
Foreign Military Sales. Other areas, such as Commercial Sales, Technology
Transfer, etc. are important, but need to be addressed in further research.
D. SOURCES
Source documents can be divided into several categories
1
.
Journals, Periodicals and newpapers.
2. Books, Theses and reports.
3. United States Department of Defense manuals and directions.
4. Repulic of China Ministry of Defense manuals and directions.
5. Congressional hearing, reports and policy statement.
6. Defense Technical Information Center Technical report.
E. RESEARCH QUESTION




What is the United States Foreign Military Sales Program ?
2. What is its current policy ?
3. How is this Program implemented ?
4. What is the Procurement system in the Republic of China ?
5. What are the problems of FMS for the ROC ?
6. What contigency can be made by ROC ?
II. A HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE FMS IN THE U.S.
A. GENERAL
The United States Security Assistance Program is an important instrument for
pursuing peace and world order. It has been a cornerstone of postwar U.S. foreign
policy, and an integral part of its overall national security effort. In order to
maintain a stable world order, it is essential that threatened allied or friendly
countries are able to defend themselves.
The U.S. can not provide all the military equipment and service the might be
needed to ensure the security of friendly nations. The transfer of U.S. defense
articles and services is only one element in the development of these nations'
defense capabilities. Most countries recognize that they must rely to the greatest
extent possible on domestic resources to safeguard their sovereignty, territory,
population, and wealth, and most devote significant resources to this effort.
Nevertheless, U.S. security assistance is a vital and necessary element in helping
friendly nations provide for their own defense.
Security assistance also plays an important role in the global defense posture of
the United States. It often permits its friends and allies to accept defense
responsibilities that she might otherwise have to assume at a much greater cost in
money and people. In addition, security assistance contributes to the full spectrum
of cooperative defense relationships that they have established with many nations.
Recognizing security assistance as tangible evidence of the U.S. commitment to
shared defense goals; recipient countries may be more readily disposed to provide
facilities for U.S. forces, or for access by U.S. forces when threats to mutual
interests arise.
Within the overall framework of security assistance, succeeding
Administrations, working together with the Congress, have developed various
program designs which allow the U.S. to tailor bilateral and multilateral
cooperation to specific needs and circumstances. The basic funded components of
security assistance are the Foreign Military Sales Financing Program, the Military
Assistance Program, the Economic Support Fund, the International Military
Education and Training Program, and Peacekeeping Operations. Foreign Military
Cash Sales and Commercial Exports are also reviewed as they contribute to security
assistance.
An illustration of how security assistance is consistent with U.S. interests may
be obtained by examining the application of one of the major programs: Foreign
Military Sales (FMS).
Why FMS ? The best perceived reasons of the United States FMS, as listed in
the Department of Defense Security Assistance Management Manual (DOD 5105 .
38 - M), are
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) support specific U.S. foreign policy and
security objectives. Historically, sales have improved international order and
increased the prospects for regional stability, thereby reducing the likelihood
of direct U.S. military involvement. Standardization of materiel, doctrine,
and training is enhanced among our allies and friends. Additional benefits
stemming from foreign military sales are the U.S. production base is
maintained, U.S. employment is increased, research and development costs
are spread, unit costs to the U.S. services are reduced, and forward materiel
support is facilitated.
As depicted in Figure 2-1, FMS sales are made to countries of strategic
importance to the United States, mainly to those with whom she has longstanding
alliances and other defense relationships. And the shaded blocks in Figure 2-1 are
clear to indicate the principal objectives she pursue through FMS and commercial
sales, and other arms transfer arrangements. [Ref. 1]
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Figure 2-1 Foreign Military Sales and Principal Objectives
B. BACKGROUNDS HISTORICAL PERCEPTION
There is no doubt, in the current century the United States role has generally
been that of our world's largest arms exporter. However, it was not until World
War I that the U.S. began active involvement in providing aid on a massive scale.
And most of the assistance flowed through private channels, because of a neutralism
policy. The Neutrality Act of 1939 amended the previous neutrality acts and
allowed the sales of war materials to the allies but without committing any direct
U.S. support. This is the first step in the development of Foreign Military Sales
policy and activities. The second step was the President Roosevelt's - - Lend Lease
Act of 1941. Since the involvement in World War II, pushed the United States to
assist her allies by supplying military defense articles and services. First to Great
Britian, then Russia and 42 other countries. Under this Act the U.S. provided $48.5
billion in defense articles to those countries. Only $8 billion was repaid through
reverse lend lease and unpaid balances have been a source of controversy ever
since. [Ref. 2]
The Military Assistance Grant Aid Program that we know today really began
with the formulation and acceptance of the " Truman Doctrine " in 1947. Initially
the policy of containment provided assistance to Greece and Turkey. The policy
was extended to include China and the Philippines, and with the establishment of
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) there was a further geographic
extension of grant aid programs. Of note here is the historical importance of that
doctrine, as it still guides much of the assistance and sales programs today. It is
recognized as the basis for Foreign Military Assistance Program, the present of the
Foreign Military Sales Program.
The Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, authorized grant military aid and
sales of defense equipments to allied countries. This is the first time that Foreign
Military Sales became a reality. [Ref. 3]
Under the Mutual Security Act of 1956, the State Department established the
authority to control export licenses for arms, ammunition and implements of war.
Nevertheless, the concept of Foreign Military Sales as a distinct entity began to
surface by the end of the 1950's.
Several events in the later days set the stage for the birth of the Foreign
Military Sales Program. The most important of these were a worsening U.S.
balance of payments. The net liquidity balance dropped sharply due to an increase
in liquid liabilities and private capital outflows, resulting in a decrease of U.S.
reserve assets. Other events included the depletion of U.S. surplus military
property, a change in attitudes towards the " giveaway " programs, and finally the
economic recovery of Western Europe.
In that atmosphere, the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 was enacted by the
Congress, authorizing and encouraging the use of Foreign Military Sales. It mainly
specified the Government Agencies that furnished assistance were to be reimbursed
from funds available in an amount not less than the value of the articles or services.
The current legislative basis for reimbursable export sales were provided by this
act, along with comprehensive eligibility requirements for both the Military
Assistance Program (MAP) and for Foreign Military Sales (FMS). [Ref. 4]
The efforts of the national defense establishment resulted in a rapid increase in
foreign military sales; however, the Congress expressed disapproval of the methods
when they finally came to light. As a result, Congressional restrictions were placed
on the use of sales by the defense establishment. The enactment of the Foreign
Military Sales Act of 1968 provided guidance on the " intent " of the Congress and
subsequent authorizations and appropriations reflected further guidance and
restrictions. In that act, the Congress established the following FMS policy
;
1 . Declared the ultimate goal of the U.S. to be a world free of the dangers and
burdens of armaments.
2. Affirmed the increasing cost and complexity of defense equipment and
recognized that there continues a need for international defense cooperation,
to maintain peace and security.
3. Established that the U.S. will facilitate the common defense by entering into
international arrangements with friendly countries on projects of cooperative
exchange of data, research, development, production, procurement and
logistic support.
4. Authorized sales to friendly countries to equip their forces with due regard to
the impact on social and economic development and on arms races.
5. Declared that all such sales be approved only when they are consistent with
the foreign policy interests of the U.S..
With the advent of the seventies, the Nixon Doctrine was promulgated and a
new era of negotiation and U.S. foreign policy evolved. The Nixon Doctrine
contains three key elements; keeping treaty agreements, providing a nuclear shield,
and providing economic and military assistance.
The clear statement regarding the provision of military assistance could be
taken as a new imperative for old programs, and the executive branch requests for
increased grant aid funds is fiscal years 1971,1972 and 1973 bear this out. There
have been a number of instances however, when the Administration has stressed the
key issue, a reduction of the U.S. role and greater military self reliance on the part
of her allies.
In his state of the Union Message in 1970, the President re-emphasized this as
follows
The nations of each part of the world should assume the primary
responsibility for their own well-being; and they themselves should determine
the terms of that well-being.
The implications of greater self reliance and the assumption of primary
responsibility indicate a greater cost sharing role for her allies.This could be
accomplished through the Foreign Military Sales Program and lends emphasis to
that program. Both the reimbursable and non-reimbursable security assistance
programs are being fostered by the Nixon Doctrine.
In summary, the Nixon Doctrine provides impetus to all security assistance
programs, and places special emphasis on the Foreign Military Sales Program,
particularly in the long range. [Ref. 5]
A law started the third stage in the evolution of FMS policy which is known as
the Humphrey Morgan Act-International Security Assistance and Arms Export
Control Act of 1976 (AECA). The AECA defines the Statutory purposes for sales
of defense items. It states that the United States government is authorized to sell
defense articles and defense services to allies and friendly foreign governments
In accordance with the restraints and controls specified
In law, and
In furtherance of the security objectives of the United States.




3. Participation in regional or collective security arrangements, and to
4. Enable foreign military forces to engage in public works
Since after the passage of the Arms Export Control Act of 1976 (AECA), there
has not been any subsequent legislation regarding the Foreign Military Sales
Program. In this, the author would like to summarize his perception as follows.
The basic legislation which authorizes the Security Assistance Program is
1
.
The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (FAA)
2. The Arms Export Control Act of 1976 (AECA) and its
3. annual amendments by international Security and
4. Development Cooperation Acts.
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1.
The Military Assistance Program (MAP) - known as the
2. Grant Aid Program
3. The International Military Education and Training
4. (IMET) Program - which provides for grant training
5. The Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Program, and
6. The Foreign military Sales Credit (or loan) Program
7. The Foreign Military Construction Sales Program
The FAA provides the statutory purposes and guidance for the MAP and IMET
programs. The basic authority for FMS and FMS Credit programs is the AECA
which has been amended annually since 1976. [Ref. 6]
C. CURRENT POLICY
No one is in a position to predict the outcome of America's foreign policy
tomorrow, but the present studies suggests some possibilities and some alternatives.
Especially, to the countries which always rely on the purchasing of arms from the
United States, a continuous monitoring of U.S. foreign policy will be more
necessary.
Unlike its predecessor, the Reagan Administration contends that the United
States should place heavy emphasis on arms transfer as a foreign policy instrument.
In his States of the Union address on February 6, 1985, President Reagan placed
security assistance in context
:
Without resources, diplomacy cannot succeed; our security assistance
programs help friendly governments defend themselves, and give them
confidence to work for peace. The Congress should understand that dollar for
dollar security assistance contributes as much to global security as our own
defense budget.
Security assistance strengthens formal alliances and contributes to stability in
regions where formal alliances are not possible. Today U.S. security assistance
programs in concert with other foreign policy tools have achieved some remarkable
11
Security assistance strengthens formal alliances and contributes to stability in
regions where formal alliances are not possible. Today U.S. security assistance
programs in concert with other foreign policy tools have achieved some
remarkable results, most notably preserving peace in the Middle East, improving
the security situation in Central American, preventing the Iran - Iraq war from
spreading, containing Libyan adventurism, securing Thailand against challenges
along its eastern border, maintaining the security of the Republic of South Korea,
and strengthening the posture of our friends and allies in Europe, Asia, Africa, and
Latin America.
However, as a consequence of increasing security assistance, a significant
challenge is developed simultaneously. That is how to secure sufficient funding in
today's difficult fiscal environment to meet its national security requirements. With
this perception, a tendency of the Administration expects increased arms sales to
result in a more favorable balance of payments can be deduced.
It is worthwhile to mention here that the volume of Commercial Arms Sales
has grown significantly in both absolute and relative terms in recent years. The
annual value of approved export licenses increased sharply from $3 billion to $4
billion in late 1970s to $8 billion to $12 billion in the early 1980s. In fact, for 1982-
1985, commercial arms export authorizations totaled
$52 billion, or 77 percent of the $67 billion in FMS cash and credit purchase
agreements. In the mid-1980s commercial arms sales began to rival the long-
dominant security assistance program. Licensed export authorizations approached
the value of FMS agreements, commercial arms exports were conservatively
reported at more than 30 percent of FMS deliveries, and the number of U.S.
contract personnel implementing commercial arms exports abroad was about
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double the security assistance personnel contingent overseas. If these trends
continue, commercial arms exports will overtake the FMS program as the main
channel of the U.S. arms transfers in the 1990s.
The most remarkable feature of this growth of commercial arms sales has been
its steadiness, notwithstanding the major shifts in legislative and policy directions
since the 1970s. Neither the new and changing legal regime of the AECA nor the
abrupt arms transfer policy shifts of the Carter and Reagan Administrations have
had discernible effect on this historical trend. There is no evidence that this
unprecedented expansion of commercial arms exports will have any significant
affection on other channel of the U.S. arms transfers.
But a silent point of more complex and comprehensive regulations, intensified
enforcement of export controls, and declining license approval rates has occurred.
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) is still an important instrument supporting
United States security strategy. Its policies are derived from U.S. statutes,
Presidential and States Department policies, and Department of Defense directives
which implement statutory guidance and Administration policies. A framework of
the Reagan Administration global arms transfer, the basic FMS policies were
developed on the following
1. Sales will be controlled in accordance with U.S. laws and presidential
determinations.
2. Discussions regarding sales are made on a case-by case basis, consistent with
our national foreign policy objectives.
3. Sales are not encouraged or promoted. Rather, the DOD will be responsive to
the legitimate defense needs of our foreign friends and allies.
4. Offers for sales are made only in response to foreign requests. The DOD does
not market for defense sales. We rely on the military forces of our friends
and allies to provide the bulwark of their own defense. The United States
cannot and should not strive to protect its security interests throughout the
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world solely with U.S. forces, but will respond to the stated needs of our
friends.
5. Sales must be in the U.S. national interest and meet a valid military
requirement.
6. Through FMS we seek to strengthen our own security by strengthening the
defense of countries whose security is closely related to our own. We ensure
that foreign demands do not impact on the resources of U.S. forces.
7. We deal evenhandedly with U.S. firms. We encourage U.S. industry
participation in sales and provide assistance consistent with U.S. trade
policies. We do not compete with industry for sales, if industry can otherwise
complete the sale.
As matter of policy, the final U.S. government decisions on specific transfer of
defense equipment or services under FMS is reached only after receipt of a request
from a foreign government or international organization. Not all requests are
approved and many require extensive review and consideration prior to release
decision. A purchaser is made eligible to participate in the FMS program only after
the President makes a determination pursuant to AECA. Put a question here is how
does one determine that the sales is in the national interest, consistent with foreign
policy of the United States and that such sales will strengthen the security of the
United States and promote world peace ?
For U.S. arms sales policy is the consequence of many intersecting and
interactive factors; among these are public and Congressional attitudes, domestic
and foreign economic interests, strategic concerns, and the political philosophy of
the President. What is not in doubt in my mind is that most of this decision was
made based on political consideration. [Ref. 7]
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III. THE ROLE OF U.S. FMS ORGANIZATIONS
The United States Security Assistance Program has its background in U.S.
public laws which contain security assistance authorization, appropriations,
restrictions, and reporting relationship. To understand how this legislation is
welded into a coherent foreign policy program, it is appropriate to briefly discuss
the roles of the three branches of the U.S. Federal Government with respect to
security assistance.
A. THE ROLE OF LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
1. Background
The United States has provided billions of dollars in military assistance to
friendly and allied nations since World War II on the premise that the security and
economic well-being of friendly countries is essential to U.S. security. This
principle was inherent in the Marshall Plan and in both the Truman and Nixon
Doctrines. The Congress, over the years, has enacted more than 30 pieces of
military assistance legislation. The Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, the
Mutual Security Act of 1951, the Mutual Security Act of 1954, the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961, the Foreign Military Sales Act of 1968, and the Arms
Export Control Act of 1976 are legislative milestones in the evolution of today's
security assistance programs,which were described briefly in the previous section.
2. Congress
The Congress of the United States, as provided by Article I, Section 1, of
the United States Constitution, is vested with all legislative powers. In terms of
security assistance, Congressional power and influence are exerted in several ways.
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1.
Development, consideration, and action on legislation to establish or amend
basic security assistance authorize acts.
2. Enactment of appropriation acts.
3. Passage of Joint Resolutions in the form of a continuing Resolution Authority
(CRA) to permit the incurrence of obligations to carry on essential security
assistance program activities until appropriation action is complete.
4. Hearing and investigation into special areas of interest, to include instructions
to the General Accounting Office (GAO), the Congressional Research
Service (CRS) to accomplish special reviews.
5. Ratification of treaties which may have security assistance implications.
[Ref. 8 ]
The Congress authorizes the Foreign Military Sales Program by
enactment of laws. These laws are brought about by changes in the world
environment and reflect the foreign policy of the United States at any given point in
time. The "sense" of the Congress, as expressed in these acts, is intended to convey
general guidance as well as objectives and restraints. In order to ensure that the
intent of the law is being adhered to, the Congress requires that the President must
submit to Congress (30 days prior to his consent, every proposed sales that exceeds
$25 millions) for their review and disapproval, all potential Foreign Military Sales
prior to consummation. As a further assurance that the FMS is being conducted
within the guidelines, the Congress requires annual reports from the President on
FMS status.
3. Congressional Offices
In addition, there are certain offices that regularly conduct and
management of the United States Security Assistance Program. Such as
a. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
The CBO was established by the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
approved July 12, 1974, which also created a new procedure by which the United
States Congress considers and acts upon the annual Federal budget. This new
16
process enables the Congress to have an overview of the Federal budget and to
make overall decisions regarding spending and taxing levels and the deficit or
surplus these levels incur. Congress is thus provided with a mechanism through
which it can weigh the priorities for national resource allocation and explicitly
address issues of fiscal policy.
b. The General Accounting Officer (GAO)
It is under the control and direction of the Comptroller General of
the United States, appointed by the President with the Advice and consent of Senate
for a terms of 15 years. The GAO has the following basic purposes: to assist the
Congress, its committees, and its Members in carrying out their legislative and
oversight responsibilities; consistent with its role as an independent nonpolitical
agency in the legislative branch; to carry out legal, accounting, auditing, and claims
settlement functions with respect to Federal Government programs and operations
as assigned by the Congress; and to make recommendations designed to provide for
more efficient and effective Government operations.
c. The Cost Accounting Standards Boards
The boards is composed of the Comptroller General of the United
States, who serves as Chairman, and four members appointed by him. The Board
promulgates cost accounting standards designed to achieve uniformity and
consistency in the cost accounting principles followed by defense contractors and
subcontractors under Federal contracts. In as much as the Foreign Military Sales
Program involves new procurement, the impact of the Board on security assistance
is apparent.
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d. Liberty of the Congress
It is under the organic law, the Library's fist responsibility is service
to Congress. One department, the Congressional Research Service, accomplishes
special studies for the Congress. Often, these study are concerned with Security
Assistance issues and policies. [Ref. 9 ]
B. THE ROLE OF JUDICIAL BRANCH
While statutes and agency regulations supply broad guidelines for
administering Government contracts, there are many aspects of day-to-day contract
administration on which the regulations provide little or no guidance. As a result,
contractors and Government officials must frequently look to decided cases for
purposes of interpreting contract provisions and ascertaining appropriate courses
of conduct in administering contract performance. The decisional guidance is
supplied by judicial forums.
The Constitution of the United States, Article III, Section 1, describe that the
judicial Power of the United States, shall be vested in one supreme Court, and in
such inferior Courts. It is reasonable to conclude that the courts have very minimal
involvement in the day-to-day activities of security assistance. However,
involvement is possible should a contractor, who is supplying the military goods or
services under a Department of Defense contract associated with FMS, decide to
pursue legal remedy in the event of a dispute through the appropriate court of
entry. [Ref. 10]
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C. THE ROLE OF EXECUTIVE BRANCH
1. Background
The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, provides the authority
for both economic assistance and the Military Assistance Program. Foreign
Military Sales are made under the authority of the Foreign Military Sales Act of
1968 and the Arms Export Control Act of 1976. These three acts and their
respective amendments establish the basic policies and provide authorities,
measures and restrictions for United States Present Security Assistance Program,
and more specifically for FMS program that impact various Departments in the
United States Government.
Within the Branch of the United States Government, the National
Security Council, the Office of Management and Budget, the Department of the
Commerce, Department of the Treasury and others all have responsibilities related
to security assistance. In addition, aside from the President, the Principal legislated
responsibilities fall to the Secretary of State and to the Secretary of Defense.
[Ref. l:p. 3-1]
2. Executive Office of the President
The President of the United States determines which countries and
international organizations are eligible for Foreign Military Sales in accordance
with the current Foreign Military Sales Act. Further, the President has numerous
assistants, cabinet members, and other subordinate officials to oversee the conduct
of the U.S. security assistance program.
a. National Security Council (NSC)
NSC is undoubtedly the highest foreign policy advisory council in
the Government. Leaded by the President of the United States, its statutory
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members include the Vice President, the Secretary of State and the Secretary of
defense. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is the Statutory military advisor
and the Director of Central Intelligence is its intelligence advisor.
The function of the Council is to advise the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies relating to national security.
Certainly, many security assistance issues fall into this category.
b. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
The OMB assists the President in the development of the Federal
budget. Security assistance budgetary accounts are displayed in the documents
making up the budget of the United States Government.
With respect to Foreign Military Sales, for example, OMB is highly
interested in the impact on DoD military and civilian manpower, facilities,
performing accounts, and so forth. [Ref. ll:pp. 85-91]
3. Department of State
The Congress has continually insisted that the Security Assistance
Program be considered as an integral part of the United States foreign policy. That
concern and desire is explicitly stated in the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) and
in Executive Order 11501. Under the AECA, the Secretary of State acts under the
direction of the President and provides continuous supervision and direction to
both the grant and Foreign Military Sales programs as well as the licensing of
exports of commercial sales. He determines wether there should be a program or
sale to a country, and, if so, the value of the program. He is also responsible for the
integration of the military assistance programs and sales with other U.S. activities
with foreign countries and for foreign policy. He is responsible for review and
authorization of all agreements.
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Within the Department of State, this Secretary's responsibility is vested in
the Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs. This bureau generates policy guidance and
procedures concerning issues affecting United States security, Foreign Military
Sales, and arms control. The Department of State, through the bureau, maintains
constant contact with the Departments of Defense and Commerce in inter-
departmental discussions affecting the International Trade.
With the Bureau of Politico-Military affairs, there are three offices that
are involved in the coordination and approval of exports. They are:
a. The Office of Security Assistance and Sales (SAS)
The SAS Office coordinates Foreign Military Sales and assistance
grants to foreign countries. This office also analyzes the various regions and
countries of the world to identify which countries should require military grants.
b. The Office of Munition Control (OMC)
The OMC Office reviews all export applications for arms,
ammunitions, implements of war, and any related technical data transfers. In
addition, commercial products are reviewed if it is determined that they have
possible military application. The OMC is the key office that makes the final
decision concerning military and some direct commercial exports.
c. The Office of Planning and Analysis for International
Security
This Office is basically responsible for coordinating the policy
formulation groups of the Department of States, including the five regional
bureaus. Each of the regional bureaus is headed by Assistant Secretaries of State
and each is served by directors within their bureau who coordinate policy on a
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country by country basis. The United States Ambassadors provide the latest
political assessment of any country as needed in the policy formulation.
4. Department of Commerce
The Basic function of the Department of Commerce is to provide for the
overall economic growth and technical development of the United States. Within
this function, world trade expansion plays a vital role and is the primary
responsibility of the Office of Domestic and International Business Administration




Competitive assessment of the United States industry in domestic and world
markets.
2. Expansion of exports.
3. Export control administration.
4. Federal recognition and participation in international expositions and trade
fairs.
Within the Office of Domestic and International Business Administration,
the Bureau of International Commerce (BIC) has the responsibility for developing
and implementing the Department of Commerce export programs. The export
development programs are determined on a government-by-government basis
consistent with the foreign policy established by the Department of State.
Within the Bureau of International Commerce (BIC), the Overseas
Product Sale Group has the responsibility of assisting with the commercial sales
portion of Foreign Military Sales. The Overseas Product Sales Group also serves as
the focal point for all export opportunities originating from NATO organizations.
5. Department of Treasury
In the field of foreign trade, Department of Treasury is basically
concerned with the possibility of the United States exports ending up in nations that
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are hostile to the United States. At the present time, this means that the Department
of Treasury would prohibit exports to embargo countries such as Iran, Libya, etc.
The Department also monitors the transfer of goods to a third country to assure
that the third country is not an embargoed country. Also, the Department of
Treasury, as part of financing of trade agreements, participates extensively in the
financial negotiations between the United States and foreign buyers. These
Department activities are basically carried out by two offices.
a. The Office of Foreign Assets Control (FAC)
This Office provides the monitoring of export activities of the United
States owned foreign businesses which are involved in the manufacture of products
that have no the United States manufactured components included in the end item.
If the potential buyer of the end item is one of the embargoed countries, the FAC
would attempt, through diplomatic channels, to prohibit the sale. In addition, the
FAC evaluates the contracts between the United States companies and foreign
companies to assure that the arrangements are not beneficial to embargoed
countries.
It should be recognized that the Department of Treasury, through the
Office of Foreign Assets Control, exercises extensive control over goods exported
from the United States and goods manufactured outside the United States by
companies that have any U.S. ownership (minority representation as well as solely
owned operations).
b. The Office of National Security (ONS)
The ONS becomes involved in the international trade activity in three
base areas:
1
. United States Trade Policy.
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2. Financing of trade agreements.
3. Expedite exports.
Relative to the United States trade policy formulation, the
responsibility of ONS is to conduct economic analysis concerning impact upon the
United States economy as well as the economy of the foreign country. In the area of
financing of trade agreements, ONS participates in the financial portion of the
contract negotiations between the United States and the foreign buyer. It also
reviews the trade agreements for credit risk evaluation and to assure the best
utilization of the United States Government backing to credit institutions. The ONS
serves as a focal point to assess the progress of export programs during the lengthy
government approval process. It is the intent of this office to monitor and expedite
export programs.
In summary, the Department of Treasury exercises broad control
over export programs, both military and commercial, to assure that they are
compatible with the United States Trade and Security Policies and that the export is
the best interest of the United States and the receiving foreign country. [Ref. 13]
6. Department of Defense
The Department of Defense (DOD) is the principal government agency
involved in the routine planning, implementation, and administration of the United
States Foreign Military Sales. Under the Section 623 of the Foreign Assistance Act
(FAA) and Section 42 of the Arms Export Control Act (AECA), the Secretary of
Defense is responsible for program implementation for government-to-
government programs. This includes:
1. The establishment of priorities in procurement, allocation, and delivery of
equipment.
2. The determination of military end-item requirements.
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3. The procurement of military equipment in a manner which permits
integration with services programs.
4. The supervision of grant end-item use.
5. The supervision of training of foreign military personnel, and
6. The movement of and delivery of military equipment.
The growing size, complexity, and importance of the security assistance
program requires that recommendations, decisions, and implementing actions be
coordinated and tracked in a timely manner to ensure coherent support of foreign
and national security objectives. Several departments, agencies, and offices are
involved in the coordinations. (See Figure 3-1)
Within the Department of Defense, there are some offices that become
involved in the sale of military items or commercial items of military value to
foreign governments. These offices are:
a. The Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA)
The DSAA was organized in 1971 to act as the focal point in the
Department of Defense for all security assistance activities. The agency is
redelegated the responsibilities and authorities assigned to the Security of Defense
to administer and execute the security assistance program. A primary role of the
DSAA is to act as the coordinator of the political considerations of the Department
of State and the military considerations of the Department of Defense.
The DSAA is charged with a variety of Foreign Military Sales
functions; including the generation and maintenance of the procedural guidance
through the Department of Defense Security Assistance Management Manual .
Other functions, in addition to participating in the top level planning,
programming, and reviewing of Foreign Military Sales, are:
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Figure 3-1 U.S. Government Organization for Security Assistance
1 . Conducting negotiations with the foreign countries.
2. Interfacing with and assisting the U.S. industry in their efforts to get export
approval for industry to foreign government sales through the Department of
States.
3. Managing FMS credit arrangements and guaranties of private financing for
FMS. [Ref. 14:pp. 42-44]
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b. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs and International Security Policy (ASD/ISA) &
(ASD/ISP)
The Assistant Secretary of Defense International Security Affairs and
Policy is the principal staff assistance to the Secretary of Defense in the functional
field of International Security which encompasses Foreign Military Sales. Both
formulate policy, and represent the Department of Defense with other agencies in
matters which concern Security Assistance, policy and guidance. With regard to
Armaments Cooperation, Assistant Secretary of Defense International Affairs
(ASD/ISA) has policy coordination responsibility for African/Asian/Inter-
American and Near East programs. Assistant Secretary of Defense International
Security Policy (ASD/ISP) has policy coordination responsibility for
Europe/NATO/Nuclear/Chemical programs.
c. The elements of Army, Navy, and Air Force including the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
The three armed services- army, navy, and air force are basically
responsible for presenting the services position on the proposed military assistance
program. The second function of the specific service involved in Foreign Military
Sales activity is to assist DSAA during negotiations. The service can provide the
detailed analysis and evaluations that are necessary during the negotiation process.
The third area that the services become involved in the Foreign Military Sales
activity is from the management and administration of the sale activity during its
performance. These activities are performed in the following areas by services:
1
.
Army - Director of International Logistics.
2. Navy - Security Assistance Division.
3. Air Force - Military Assistance of Sales.
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Other service related responsibilities are performed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS). They Are responsible to the Secretary of Defense for assuring that the U.S.
National Security Planning accounts for all existing or planned Foreign Military
Sales. In addition, The Joint Chiefs of Staff are responsible for developing
recommendations for the Security Assistance Programs of the United States Allies.
[Ref. 15:pp. 3-1-5]
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IV. FMS CASE IMPLEMENTATION
A. GENERAL
Webster defines a case in part, as "a set of circumstances or conditions" and "a
situation requiring investigation or action." In Foreign Military Sales (FMS), a
"case" is defined in the Glossary of Selected Terms of the DOD Security Assistance
Management Manual as "a contractual sales agreement between the United States
Government and an eligible foreign country or international organization
documented by a DD Form 1513..." To illustrate the relationship of the Webster
definition of a case and an Foreign Military Sales case, we see that an FMS case is a
set of conditions involving both the United States Government and the purchaser.
Further, it spells out actions required subject to those conditions. Before examining
specific types of FMS cases, it is important to distinguish between the varying
categories of items and services which can be sold under FMS.
The President of the United States determines which countries and
international organizations are eligible for Foreign Military Sales in accordance
with the current Foreign Military Sales Act. Further, the President has the
authority to set the terms and conditions for such Foreign Military Sales. The
International Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976 set forth
the major constrains which govern the Foreign Military Sales activities. Section 21
of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended (AECA), authorizes the sale of
defense articles and defense services from the stocks of the Department of Defense.
Section 22, AECA, authorizes the United States Government to enter into contracts
for the procurement of defense articles or defense services for subsequent sale to a
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foreign customer. Section 23 and 24, AECA, authorize sales of articles or services
by means of direct or guaranteed credit sales, respectively.
Therefore, before initiating a request for a sale, the potential buyer must first
determine whether the article is available and can be bought directly through
United States industry.
1. Defense Article
According to section 47(3), AECA, the term "defense article" includes:
1. any weapon, weapon system, munition, aircraft, vessel, boat, or other
implement of war,
2. any properly, installation, commodity, material, equipment, supply, or goods
used for the purposes of making military sales,
3. any machinery, facility, tool, material, supply, or other item necessary for
the manufacture, production, processing, repair, servicing, storage,
construction, transportation, operation, or use of any article listed in this
paragraph, and
4. any component or part of any article listed in this paragraph, but does not
include merchant vessels or (as defined by Atomic Energy Act of 1954)
source material, by-product material, special nuclear material, production
facilities, utilization facilities, or atomic weapons or articles involving
Restricted Data.
2. Excess Defense Articles
Section 644(g) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, defines
"excess defense articles" as:
... the quantity of defense articles owned by the United States Government,
and not procured in anticipation of military assistance or sales requirements,
or pursuant to a military assistance or sales order, which is in excess of the
Approved Force Acquisition Objective and Approved Force Retention Stock
of all Department of Defense Components at the time such articles are
dropped from inventory by the supplying agency for delivery to countries or
international organizations under the FAA 1961.
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3. Major Defense Equipment (MDE)
MDE is essentially a subcategory under "defense articles." MDE in
accordance with Section 47(6), AECA, means:
... any item of significant combat equipment on the United States Munitions
List having a non-recurring research and development cost of more than
$50,000,000 or a total production cost of more than $200,000,000.
4. Defense Service
Section 47(4), AECA, defines a "defense service" as including
... any service, test, inspection, repair, training, publication, technical or other
assistance, or defense information (as defined in section 644(e) of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961), used for the purposes of making military sales, but
does not include design and construction services sold under section 29 of the
AECA.
5. Defense Information
Section 644(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, defines
"defense information" as including
... any document, writing, sketch, photograph, plan, model, specification,
design, prototype, or other recorded or oral information relating to any
defense article or defense service, but shall not include Restricted Data as
defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and data removed
from the Restricted Data category under section 142d of that Act.
6. Design and Construction Services
Section 47(8), AECA, defines the term "design and construction
services." as
... with respect to sales under section 29 of this Act, the design and
construction of real property facilities, including necessary construction
equipment and materials, engineering services, construction contract
management services relating thereto, and technical advisory assistance in the
operation and maintenance of real property facilities provided or performed
by any department or agency of the Department of Defense or by a contractor
pursuant to a contract with such department or agency.
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7. Training
Section 47(5), AECA, defines "training" as including
... formal or informal instruction of foreign students in the United States or
overseas by officers or employees of the United States, contract technicians,
or contractors (including instruction at civilian institutions), or by
correspondence courses, technical, educational, or information publications
and media of all kinds, training aid, orientations, training exercise, and
military advice to foreign military units and forces. [Ref. 16:pp. 9-1 - 9-4]
B. CATEGORIES OF FMS CASES
In DoD Security Assistance Management Manual, Chapter 7, Section I, divides
standard Foreign Military Sales cases into Defined Order Cases, Blanket Order
Cases, Cooperative Logistics Supply Support Arrangements (CLSSAs), and Non-
standard Support.
1. Defined Order Cases
A Defined Order case is one in which the items, services or training to be
provided are stated explicitly on the Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA or DD
Form 1513). See Figure 4-1 which is an example of a defined order case.
A defined order case normally requires a complete price and availability
study.
The following types of materiel and services are normally provided
through Defined Order cases :
1
.
System/Package Sales including major items and weapon systems and any
related requirements to activate and operate the item or system for an initial
period of time.
2. Munitions, ammunition and other explosives.
3. Transportation services.
4. Aircraft Ferry.
5. Cartridge Activated Devices/Propellant Activated Devices (CAD/PAD).
6. Technical Data Packages (TDP).
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2. Blanket Order Cases
Blanket Order FMS cases represent an agreement between a foreign
country or international organization and the United States Government for a
category of materiel or services (normally identifiable to one or more end items)
with no definitive listing of items or quantities. See Figure 4-2 for an example of a
Blanket Order case.
Blanket Order cases are usually used to process
1. Spares and Repair Parts: Items are normally those listed in Allowance Part
Lists, Initial Spares Support Lists, Initial Outfitting Lists, and the
Provisioning Master Data Record. Normally a case in this category is opened
for follow-on support of a major item or weapon system after an initial
support period.
2. Publications: To order, maintain and support defense articles and services,
the following may be ordered through a blanket order case: forms, catalogs,
manuals, stock lists, technical orders, engineering drawing specifications,
reports, books, and maps.
3. Support Equipment: Repair parts, assemblies, components, special tools, test
equipment, supplies and/or materiel recommended and/or allocated for
supply and maintenance support of a weapon or end item.
4. Minor Modifications/Alterations Performed at U.S. Installations: Changes to
an existing configuration as authorized by the DoD component concerned.
The level of services must be specified in the case.
5. Technical Assistance Services: Services in the form of technical advice or
performance of actions which require the expertise of a specialist.
6. Training: Formal (classroom) or informal (on the job) instruction of foreign
students by DoD components, contractors, or by correspondence courses,
technical, educational, or informational publications and media of all kinds.
7. Training Aid Devices: These are used principally to supplement information
and/or training programs which the foreign purchaser uses for educational
purposes.
8. Repair of Repairable Items: Any items of supply of a durable nature which
can normally be economically restored, when unserviceable, to a serviceable
condition through regular repair procedures can be covered under a Blanket
Order FMS case.
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9. Items Restricted from Blanket Order Cases: Under Blanket Order FMS
cases, certain restrictions are imposed. The following specific types of
requirements may not be ordered
• Classified materiel (except Air Force).
• Classified publications (Navy only).
• Explosive ordnance items.
• Major Defense Equipment (MDE).
• Significant Military Equipment (SME).
• Lumber and other type commercial materiel.
• Nonstandard items except for medical supplies/drugs.
• Obsolete items (except Air Force).
3. Cooperative Logistics Supply Support Arrangements
Cooperative Logistics Supply Support Arrangements (CLSSAs) are
peacetime military logistics support arrangements designed to provide responsive
and continuous supply support at the depot level for U.S.-made military materiel
possessed by foreign countries and international organizations. The CLSSA
provides for the execution of Foreign Military Sales Orders (FMSOs) covering
storage, and consumption as follows:
1. FMSO I: The FMSO I consists of an LOA covering the estimated dollar value
and total initial agreed list of items and quantities to be stocked and
maintained on order from procurement for support of the purchaser's U.S.-
furnished equipment.
2. FMSO II: The FMSO II consists of an LOA covering the purchaser's
estimated withdrawals of materiel from the supply system for an agreed
period (normally one year). This CLSSA requisition case is undefined as to
items and quantities and reflects in a dollar amount, the estimated
consumption for the agreed period.
4. Non-Standard Support
DSAA/Plans-Support Division provides assistance for rehabilitation,
training and logistics support of non-standard or foreign military equipment. This
program furnishes interim solutions to countries that desire new U.S. equipment
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but cannot acquire it due to production lead times, funding constraints or
technology transfer considerations.
The program is not a new source of funding. Interested countries must
use MAP, FMS credit or cash. Requests for both unclassified and classified projects
should be sent via U.S. Embassies to DSAA/Plans-Support Division for initial
coordination and further routing. [Ref. 16:pp. 9-1 - 9-10]
C. DOCUMENTATION PROCEDURES
1. Letter of Request (LOR)
Based upon the nature of the request, and the military department that has
cognizance over the defense articles or services (including training), the process
for negotiating and implementing a Foreign Military Sales case can vary widely.
There are, however, some general guidelines to be followed. The first step is to
determine the United States approved channels of submission for the Letter of
Request (LOR) for planning and review data (P&R), price and availability data
(P&A), and for an offer which is the DD Form 1513 Letter of Offer and
Acceptance (LOA).
Although no specific format is required for an Letter of Request (LOR),
the information should be as complete and detailed as is necessary for the service to
provide an LOA that can guarantee a completely operable and supportable system
for an initial period. And the LOR must contain at least the name and address of the
originator and a traceable reference number, such as a message cite number or
date-time group or a letter serial number and date. Further, the LOR are
categorized as either "Requests for Significant Combat Equipment (SCE)" or
"Requests for Other Foreign Military Sales," they are to be submitted to the United
States Government agencies by the route specified in Figures 4-3 and 4-4.
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2. DD Form 1513 - Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA)
In response to the buyer, a Letter of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form
1513) will be prepared (See Figure 4-5). The LOA is the form used for all foreign
military sales of defense articles, services and training by the military departments
and authorized defense agencies and when signed, is the official agreement between
the U.S. and the purchasing nation regarding terms and conditions pertaining to
furnishing certain goods and services.
As such, the DD Form 1513 and its enclosures must provide sufficient
detailed information so as to make clear the obligations of the United States and the
purchaser. The type and amount of information which must be conveyed will vary
depending on the nature of the sales. However, at least some information which is
supplemental to the preprinted "General Conditions" of Annex A (See Figure 4-6)
of the DD Form 1513 must be provided for each sale.
The DD Form 1513 is the heart of the government-to-government
Foreign Military Sales case, and therefore to purchaser requires extreme care in
the preparation and close scrutiny during the approval process. On the other hand,
failure by the United States Government to perform as agreed to in the Letter of
Offer and Acceptance sometimes creates a deep resentment and a possible hostility
within the foreign nation. It is, therefore, imperative that personnel involved in the
processing and administration of the DD Form 1513 recognize that the credibility
of the United States Government is at stake each time a Letter of Offer is accepted
and a contract is created. Please see DoD 5105.38-M Security Assistance
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PutWanl lu Ihr Atn.i I trull Ctmln.1 Ail 'f» In *tmn*il ill Illy I m. lac &iala» IUSG I l*'»liv ollan > Mil in ina Kkw! Pii'rnaaa* Hh datanM Ifti
o»i and MIlAI* n>v<ii i.iiy.1 wu»v ilttfdindttOf i"i"IJ to iwip.1'. ! "llajmi and ind.vidudllv at dllinM arKujt o dalan* n'.<n I tub
«ki lo "•« laim* containao naiy.n sou condition* mi lour* in Anmi A and to Mich otna* **•<••' ii.hi and coftcM'oni **«* may cm a p*ri ol and
aupanoad 10 tn.i Ola* and Acceptance
tujnalu'a 'II Imp! At'"- . Abfhoru'd AapnrMalalu
Typ«d Mama and Tula
1*1 ADDRESS
It! IHitu'llBI'iiHIi
Counra**onatura lOtt** of lh€ Ciaa»fn»Jatr. DtAAt itiai.
Tvpad Mama, and Tina
llll OSA A ACCOUNTING ACTIVITY
NOTE Tlwa nfln mwat br a. ' .«..i mil lain Ihan lb* datr aaowa ia biota a Wiutin flwa (61 day* of iu »< nuin.i *nw muat mui. lata Ofhtr of U»«
toapwuw. DSAA UlhrrwiM ili.i mill if carraliad and itltmoa of uuuai dauoaal ay otlarar Madtia* dtapoaiuoai laMMbaai BAAll Ml tea daaaaad a




(371 ESTIMATED PACKING CRATING AND HANOI ING COST
(731 ESTIMATED GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
1341 ESTIMATEDCMARGES FOR SUPPLY SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT
1341 OTHER ESTIMATED COSTS
(76' ESTIMATED TOTAL COSTS
1371 TERMS 1381 AMOUNT OP INITIAL DEPOSIT - I
ACCEPTANCE
Q9I I am • dvA an. nor Had rapnraaniatnar °' **• Goaainmam ol
_
.
and upon banal I ol
a»*J GawnrMni accaui Ihis ollai unoa* ina tarma and condition* containad
Narain 1301 lh» day ol l»
TrPEO NAME AND TITLE
(331 MARK FOR COOE
1X1 FREIGHT FORWARDER COOE
I3&I PROCURING AGENCY
1361 DESIGNATED PAYING OFFICE
I37l ADDRESS OF DESIGNATED PAYING OFFICE
DD If--,. 1513 PAGE 1 of PAGE.S
Figure 4-5. DD Form 1513 Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA)
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GENERAL CONDITIONS *"»*» A
A THE GOVtRMMENT O* THE UNlTtD STATES
i Ajrrrs in furman lucti ilrmt li.xn rit LaVrerimri < -i L>*irnsc ihertififtfitt trimed m as "DOLT I sin* at end rttourcck i» 10 p*-- ui*
11,. n. undri Irfmi ind Cufldlliniu r unset le^t Willi TU'lt iraul.ili .n* inJ p'***.rdarr| When p*n*ui.np l<* Ihr r*uaT*he«*t I hi DOP »h»ll in ffnrral
rninatt*. the umi r(in Iftil rlau*rs In* samr contrail adminii'iation <nn n>. -me tntr«rii<>n prntrdurrt at *youh) n* uerd in pttn, unity loi ua*li
***rpi at other* 11* "oofM.o 1 > in* funhain and as •©* * 10 h. in* IM*)I 1 niett the pni*h*t*r in* re*|u«*itC itui j title muh« ronitadni hr
.1. «uj tnj 1 till L*ll*i ..' Offrt and «.,rrMi.i fefie.li • .»*niefi** <•< *»ash draienaimn h» Ihr IWi|> \*%r Pwh«mi *,ndrrti •<.d« tlt*< s*l*ll*. »
ill I tic coniratioi mutrt In lilt this icuuvrmnn n twirl) Ihi rrtpnnsihiltl* ol lh* i.«>m.nicn of ihr inure. Statea IbrreiMf^et rrteirril 10 »» UM. I
I ill thn in* Niihixf mjLr**» that OS* Umi*d iiii>i DoU ti ktilrlt r*te>->n«lile I >r neteuiei*nt ill* Wrmi end runrbtion. nt m ronim 11 r.*r, atari •<
Iujiui m* requirrmrnu in the Lei 1*1 oi Oflei
^ AO»t» !'- » 'ii'ii ihr l n »l > pen* ore* lot me II ti\ fiiiiu.lt llttlthlf u«ni<n> „ t . ., 1. i-t an . tvfpi.-inal lavi* |l*»m tt< it ,
( St. shall wilh IC*pr*l I.. IIcm* r>**n« pnoufrj and upon ttn.rl. noli** attempt |n IP* Client paHs,ih!i Id rihlj.in i ; pAflltiiUl .11 *p**tal .'>i
ii j. i (-.>.!.». and .. an j iii» » d* <u* J r* t n* r ,_,. rv* .. I he l y. fur I tin isrrei i..' cAtftik* up " '''* I'uf. i-j^i * i> i*j**i .«•* natal iilKllrUiiii
ihoht enem* undri ens MiiniiiHO iftr 1 Sii m>> has* under an* triinireri roiinctttd *nh • p>< •lurmrni r»l an* iirms An. aJ'JHHinai tust
rr .nil, rip Ifitpi itt.|*m.n, %|*r*lel K'flllKl pH-.nH.Pl III ulllinlli - >l the HIM-f (tl * »* ' l» 111111* I Ml. I» pi " • l»H f * *fl«ftlM-\ ll iP* .Hl.r>l lltMl
thai mc i v mas li»»» pitJri *f.. .•m>ii«.i . ttrj **iih in* pttuurrfiirfti nl iumi tiiali i* chupt.i » Ih* l*ua*iia<«i
) j ^hall un!**« Ihi Ct'fldill r\ is • lh«n*i\* sprtlf»rd »> tm It | *\ »"l ir|*«tf nf i* r i» > *l "• >nt< m.i Jrtcittc aiflilk* snpplif J « •"
I • 1 1 ' |iilU\ *»huli si i \*Tt\4(* d "t i-ui.J • t*i fie. lis r ' inn, I 'if itt.it . Hi i nt *»!•» hrn»nsi>v whrn is r^iahn .it J Hui Ihe** JcllCK »»•** r*abirC
nil In (s«s^ t « ill nil, .-r found '• h. Jclr.li r Mi dfWan lu «U*H a Jtftr-- li jl Ihi items JatHi**' It* ii'.c.l .ii ill l-»l I In puff.-. 1 i mIh, Hit
»*-». Jrvi|n<,l i HiallfH t tiixr.rolj • t'.t • *-i . «.. I ul |f|« fuf. Ha«ri up. •• nnlili. «!«"< pjisu^<-< I |jr j,r«| l> It c hrln -n*li j, ffr .n ll,<
Itaiulilt nf tit.- I 'St. hrrcuiiJef ji J ih» i«*rtrt n • si* p* i<> "* IjWh
r rtifh nsp* , i (• iic nit imii |«.i r.l '«i nk i' Ihv r**aj*'tu*rl 1 1 I S<. aifirr* ii rsri.n. s*aii^ni» * • fha't *• Ihr Kit- liaU't ps«i
* In «ddii*.>n. Hit I S . uafitfill* it< i I all n« ms sold in lh* ftarihasn Nrtrundrl Ihr IS*.. Ih>**t*v( m.ket ••> MiiMnun nih*;!
man ihirsc .,.r. .1.. »n. .«" Ic.nh iin*<n In , artuuU. Mm MM. Jrulatlnt -•>. babihit irtulliitf It- m ,iic»i inliiiitrflHTfll (-tCdttntird !% ihf uw M
nantjldtlui* hs .>t m I'.u. i.a.n •luUi.l. it.. I t ,,. i Sial«-s of ii*ms *ufphcd Kriiunitn
4 *jirr> I.. drlivn and pa** liltc In Ihr itrrn- |.i |h« Ktarrha^f at Ihr milial |***ini •» -hipfntui i.nl. ,s mh«rv*ixr spri !<<. n this Oflrr
•ml AtirfHJltr Willi irvpr i !• di l*ns- a: In Ii pfCtKri) Uil air l" lh, t'ltfKhatfl I his till iiirtmali* hr al IP. tn-nol a* Ism i i* MaJn* laClillK*
msi H t.\f.r i i.. jVlrntf ail Kir* luimsh. .1 l|*>n> Mlhkl this s*il. ii«ii HiAlIt I r al *hr IS ik-pni AJluIrs *» *ll h* pa,L.«J .fair ' nf •tlhrrttH* ptrpaitfJ
l-r khip*iirm i • .i t<> Ihr linn uili- pstt.s 1 1 I .umi m| IV.ii.rt it *|*r. '.rd .ilhnum than lh. initial pomi . > * hipm.nl I III *-| pl> i*if Mill'*-'
ii*|imni«ni ..i |*r|rn .r Apr, > * ul -j-i *j>t* "«« "n»m ol Uir ,ir m. io lh. julhvnttd o#u- * n | >mi u ifimbMiUvli avrvsr* hut *.U pata llllf *'
ihr initial puini ,.| tAipm. ul Ihr 1'S'i lllHTiMll' * an. Uion, - |n| damaa* "' l«M In lha Ift-Olt mr-u>T«d alttl p<ut k -•< UUf Uirlpr'i.i nl wt.*lhri
D»ls>r*a« Trwiat<Oftaii4in Xvtlr.
sprnii.j Sid \landafJ iirmt will he fwriml-fd stiitinul f rt i»-t m ii3ht nf nt-**ttfli >jihi> iiii'i j i uir*. nn.rri .». t i in j 3*, -. i j in i i i ««i *~r ihii.i. \j « ii'iU i r ri -i (• n 9>r r . hici
1 In 1*1. *• n| ii* ms li> hr pr •>«**(*.I trail • i al thru H>ljl *it»| ii. ihr OS* . I i.Um .>lhrr.*r*. hprf*1*ril Hi* *u*1 rMimair* < ' H<i. In h«
i'Ioiui.j a.aiiahtliii jTi-immai p**mri.i , ». i u i ami Jrli*r>i* pfiiM-simnt ,|y.*icJ an nnii^in hasrj >in .niirni asaiial'K data Ihi ' S'* >*>ii
-
.
if..rn i aJM- 1 1.* I .rt.ha.n ..i ,i , jui»...fi^r*J fipfrsi iila1»'> R' I'P f"»ft' 1*1 i -J
.
. i i ... ,.• ni i i*i u ... ....... |||4 | mi/'. I ivm.II < at ii.-'*a»r • !- "I simuir.l I -ui i - in r..r* C . . r.n.
f;i nl*-.* .h«ll«r» IK fhc |<.-Hlrn' >*hrJnlr|.J an.
I
i *| nl «n. d«la«* ttliiih »«i*hl sipPtli* anfh afir.i Ihi rtnmaird drli.rr* dalrt
hul il\ lailu', in >.. i.lsasr nl llu al*t vt tliall nil Urn lh* I'urcfaM-l > nhli,aln.n uf)J*. paiap«r<^ h I anJ b ' Prl.iw
, | ii* i si . i. ill h< un.i use ii. hr i llt.nt i" drlnri urn • *.i irtidfl **»*..* * (3f I he imxuni aful «t lh. nmr- |uolrd
f I iij«i i>ul jliJ ..•inpsll.n. ii, hinsl. * ttl.ri, l Iff n»ii.'..i i flier* 1 1 *•! Ihf K i>il*.*d Stat.* - - f* |un •» lltt I S»t. Iftrhfi ft-r '«'i It
v -i .1 • s*nprnO all •! pan "I ih., tlflci .n i \,.<,tin^ at ah* nni* f • > t tlir dclivrf* nl drt n** aflf.h* <i pr»l •mjiur ••! trr.urs f.m i«o.',
iraimnt.i Th« I Si sitall l-« .rtpnnwhk > .. ku u-fmin^linn .iui* i il> suprhrrs rcaulliiif fmn lanvrltaimni m luaprnsMih* undri i:m paupar 1 ,
"* Slwll muni m Hi* I ur.rutrt a< - pa* m*iits rrc*i«rd hcf*unJ«f winch pro** io he in es*r*t "1 H - final loUl tn*l nl Jriiscr* ar.J
|.rf l-.-mj-u ol |i... 4 H'ti an I *..C|'!ai .• . ! f< mi f*,|uilr J In Ct»s*l 4l*t»l4f<> Ihu iipri. CMlsTfS -ii.j **. rpian.r. • t Hi* PuUlt^tll
n Vlstsr* Hat p. rtunnt-i prrl •nnni» .1 • n>< .'< u'\ i- • • ir j ni,J.r i in* i Mf*-i jnj •., .rptan. r still ••>! fwilmn, «' J»Ik- ii| a i <m
r-atan? nalufr nit ln.hlif an Juli*** rrlaliKi ' liainnii aJ.ftini m ..i*>»ts* is.' i o.iJ, , astttian** rrfafJnts imnhai •ilivitte . wu**lJt" ih* Lulled
Stairs ii .i.i.nr . i.i.n ***HI ((,. irrlmmaii. ' I'is. ilrirns* *.f..r'
<* \J»i**t lhal in I he iMitun.n i .-t .mri..« mcni t ,f \ nilrd Si an * i>*rti.nn*-> 1 >t ll.c pcif irm..n*>- nl i»i> tMln «nj \, *r| t* Hu I St,
.-ill mil Ij.i ni-, j .'..,iii i.i. . n-ltfmn national iMiaih Uf *o
1
1





I |in*l.lc*J I.. in P-fj//a| I l) *.| r r»..*» 1 I M, lunj. *»tll mil he JtrJ l.jf Ji*r*.i**mrnt* ?- IX ;0 If) n. C.mi- ifl<»f HI ihr - **ni >H an-
I.i i in* i > iiol • iiiiiliaLli'i* ia mm* r > . ,.ni'*.i, ii i.n mi i, a w.i *mu (ifn lyJin« 1 1 ahi..» pwhtiuned init-n si .nstsi l.im> h. (onita.t ><* lm
lcrmifiain.it hahilit* i*ii hicat I' nl ...ni'a*t ni itiminanon ol CnhltaCli t > the (JSo **» 1. 1 this ot oiher >ir«n lattfi* anJ s.**pian. il nl the Purer**
j| > uitliaket * rairr.se
B THE PURCHASER
i Slwli pa- I Hi I'M. llu i.i l.si iiiliii I SO •! tin itrmt fwri if ihr linal l-.tai *n*t r\*cnlv lh* a)fn**iint» nlimilrd m tl is Hi,,
: Shan n.jlr pa.n.nn-. i .. lh* n.m- r, . t i.uh|>i nr hi Miff lianttel pa<ar>lc in Lmi.d Stair* dollars t- Hie Irrtimn nl the 4 nn*J
st it. .
3 * Shan .i T rrn sp*. ' iatH *sitli # .cepian.r I'.rs* jr I ssilli this CM In inj \(rrplanc* a fhril or wife Ifantler in lh* lull artwttni
*lh.u, ,. a. I'm -m, malt i i-.t it ....I * j 4iu>' • makr hull addiiinnai ra* mrni 1 1 ) at nu \ he tpr..licd wpun nulilVaiion ul cutl Wtnatciaj «j»<J
I.-. i».t|l*i l..i I.n. i* i. .. i*.-| tush iP*ltj)«r>
' V"* ' lei ni *r - llirt Pisnietil In P. 4 a*li pr...i i . .Ieh.fi* " Ii (Ui |n |hr I S(. tutf- linounit al *U* I. Iimet J- 'iil> hr bpTClfhl
n tiiin in nn. i . >• * S' i.i .) ,j. M. j . mniai uepmit .n luflfi unlet Irtmt' i iti nldcl in m**i rj»,n m r«*fuv*m*r.l* (*>i artictei nf *rr*.ti
Ii. r.« luf.nt.l.r.1 fruDi ii if*. i*ai e> •'. Il>r l !• I >-patl n.r ni ..' [jefentr I Si. icuuesi* lur I ufldt m#t be bateil on rtumaieJ itquir.mentt ID t'.*et fo
.aj.tr, 1 Jrh.enrs .it afli.lo nl i nsls i | J* lirlfiiM srm.n ll it LSI. pdlK) lu uhiam fundi «U da . ill uthinc.1 *'( the time DOl) plant *«< '
Jrh.rrie. ,,1 in* Ult tut,?. r*prh*i\ nil prhall »t ihr I'ur.nasn
\a;i. >t 1 1 Irrms' vp*ti* pa pirni h. d«p. i lajhir uiUrriakinf" io r-" i» iht i'S'* »u*h an. •tinia at tu,i- lunrt ai n.a> h* ipe.if^J
ir.in nn. i ' lirm t • ll.e i Si . (intliiJin^ a- imiial drpotil p*I lull, uodrr "T*rrn*"l in rtfdai in m*rl pa« meni* rt^iurcJ h* .ontrart* undri wane
llrAn air 1'riAi |W>»urrd nnd ar.* damae inj . n*t< that n i aCCfur ul Ka*» •rcrurd Ii .in irimmilion r.l cunifacis t>t Ihr ISO hr.aut* •'
HjtlHtti * inn « iiaiM i thu (Niii «n tufpUnn unJ.r puipirh b ^ i.rrenf I Sc> t*^*M tit foi lun.lt ma i h* tasad uprni rtnmittd l>-*|uiff
ineni* !*M ads.ntie ai.j pinfirs. ('• nl* • supplier! estimate J inmniain n hahihl i dcli*ei . I irrum Or endetu* of COIIIIIUI n*e d*livei , at Ihr
usr ...a . L« It i. I S»- pnlti » r. 4naiii »u. r lund* Via days in ad ran. t ol lh* umr IIS*, mi* *» p«>m«htt on hrhalf nf Ihr f.tfi m,ri
d Ni'irrs H ' I ii.m m- i if pa* innil <• Jehvet » " iluii bdb m» » He Jaltd as nf i r*c datrul ul drlner* nl the drlrnar ai lit 1*1 • < rritd*
i.i. -•! the drlrnir s.r»,i*- in upor f>Mr*v*i. nl in* dalr(a) Ihcianf
e Ayfrri if 'luiii. »p*..il. |a pirni under a (refill Adir*m*ni bii<*rrn lh* f*urcha»er and UOU lu p# in ihr IS' un a 'tWprndatri*
Figure 4-6a. General Conditions of Annex A
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4 Seaall fur near* e*.ppu»| iMH Ul i,.nt (cm the Me ma wain ua acrcpiancr of Ihu Offer Mid Acceptance. 3— •* uupmiimi a*er» MCaanW (el
Offer /Heaaaae Code, |>| ht«h< »of*KOt. lorfi, and <cl the faUik lot i .-J i . •. applet abac
5 9hph be rttfoaubw toe odimpi the appropria ir ine ur an re eo«<ra|t and ciraoaM ctt«»<« and. a ace pi fa* Mama aaportrd h» ""
uy.. appropriate eipon bxpemn.
* Small accept lake to thr «f(.w ar tic sea ai ih« imiivi poant of ihi|».«i (k< A 4. ebr>»r l *wr knr n iH few iiipnwbec fur MMrMM
accounting and ael lsemem of clareae ipmu common ranter* lnlr lo ttltiw artaefcea transported by paire! pone abaai anae io <»• Pwrfcam on dnjt
of pa/tel punt aaapaneni. ft and atd ream **-« ttseU be «rd m iubmnian| claims to taw US*~. Irar oeeenee abwteae. daman t dnpaaceie bNtrrng «•••
deficients smproi.ee trarntrficaiaon oi mpntpti diKumraitKnn and anal! t>« luhnadted h» fwtkmm promptly ( mMM »l IlfMO* ot tees wilt not he
rri.mtj he (nrri|o )*><aii|ti tM o»w»'> ( iatmi ie< rive-J alter OM reai from detr ill ptiuf of IMM ot i.4»*| wfaerlarrei n lalei win hr duv
rii<vtO by tM US'- allWI the USt. iUkimio'i t»... unusual end c iimpe-tung (i«niH*NCfi aneueemg latent ifi«n mm<>> flfMaamV l a* eon uf the ctatm-
1 M*> cancel item Oflei »««i Acceptance arilti teapeci io any uf aH of lite items tatted aa that Office and AccepeaeMC at a** time pea.* lu
Ittr dcbrrty of eWfcapr MlKan o* p*-it.-ma»<< isf arrearci (including naming). II ahall he irtpwait l i Im alt coals ia«x«t fream ««*!•.» -de*
that paragraph
I SKeH cicapt »l enay Mhrmar b« mutuall* aprred in wthmj war the Mean* load hereamaWt natty
a. roe Che pwfpoata apeofted an the Mutual IWIe-nae Aaaeaiaaix Adreeeajent , if pay . between liar US*- and ihr rp casaae i
b. rot la» purpose* apeedted an any bilatrtal or re- portal drier** treaty tu »>•<*> the US*, awd lew Puerbaiaes ere imm s. ppet aw 4 subpara-
graph a. of the* pprppTiph m uuppkcabte at
c. tea Pitnpl aetetfHy. aadivaJuai tell-oefrnye. irJah civk acltu*> if labrMipiflu a. m»4 h <>i that pataptap* a#e ifcapphcafcte.
v 9**ll aoi ifpapfet tphr if. .>• p*«»rpk»«-« uf the Jefcntr ifUtrt, compumiiii ama a***xM<rU aaippu i mikui rrlaird iraiaaag ae nlhe«
iKUrM' feervaret luactiMtiap any p«a*w tpeoli>.ai v •- nafurawlfftMl I l«Mn«aheJ wn-jn ih» iNlet and a. reptani . u> an*<HM aul a« ••flM.-ei mokx"
o* apeni **» the Pwchnar* fraci«dMl« lranapo(iait.>n apencmr and thall ..- wae in peranti Ihew mm »•- paapuart i>»*ri than -»-•. aMehnti/ed hy b I
ao*vT wnleta the nmitea conarni ut the l. '*»», hat Ipil hern ottiamrd 1 .. Ihe ekienl iKai an* denju. p*an». bprttftcalnHrv -- w<»fmaiHM (Mrn«Jked a*
roajneclion «rtlh Iha CMfee and Acreptanrr nit hr iiuui^' by the USC. fni art;nrit> py«n4«M». ine ^Harawarr akali aaaaniaan • wnOw claaartiu I ••*•
and rwntuy aM picaauin netetaaiy la pr»tnn wtM h wiiMily. r\|ut*aarni lo Ihuae eenntoyed by tne USC, theowebnwt ihe pem>d dut*nf wharh Ihr
I'V- stay naaaitaMi aiach cipaaifa ilBia The I St. wdi wat an beti effoftt in poiify the fwarhnart if the tRMMlV •>.<>» at dwanpfJ The Putchpao wdl
nuurt hy alt aaaana itahMr in n, reaped lue ivunrarlai) iiphu m aay delcnac arlarte and any ptana. apecrfn^attna* -• Mal<«anaii*n Iwmaihvd.
wfteihci oaiemiro or not.
C l*aOtajaa*IFfCATlO*i AMD AKUMPTIO* OF RISKS
I. Um a*dtiatood by ihe fSn<ha»r« thai Ihr UW. in otucuting and fucnakninf the Menu vr^nl<«J m thai fHle* «nJ favcrpWPCe Poet hi
on a nonprofd baata <o* Ihe bencfM .•» Ihr Puiiluaet Ihe futihaMi Ihereloic whdciuacb avbptcl Iu A. J abvee. Iu naa>eaanil» and Kidd the USC.
a* a«»nu offwrtt and eakptoyaea harn»te« from id aod all **»* or Iwbdily <«>h«lhci in tori oi in CPJMrpCl ' whnrh »«hi ainw *n Etapncrlaun wain
tin <>fl<i and Accepianra becawaa «•( (II iniuf y m or Jpllli »f peiaonncl ul Puichaari ot ihaO aavinrk (.<t dpaaapr In •- drmatih.* tit <AI
propetiy of the TK>D Iwrnathrd to Pufcftaae* ui kupptim tpetdically Iu imph.nyeni ih« <Ki n and Acccpianvr, fill ni.iprri* nf fyxhaftei luHhrdinr.
thr iirrru ordered by Purcrtaafr pufawant io ihu OHei and Acceptance, beluec ut allei peoaapr uf Ittlr to r^werawaet \. ut |( I pmprtiy ui Ihefd parlrei
at i iu i patrni mfym«emrni.
3 Subatci to m> tipiu ipciui cuniracival airtinim ••blamed lot the Punnatri in w.mnn.. rlk A. 1 a»<»w i*m- furchaaei apteca
to reurvr the cuniraciort and »ubconir»n->n <>l inr I 'Si. Itom labihl » lot, «nd mtiIi aivmr IhC <«.» of »-** • daaaaf* " IO HtfTvaibprf * properly
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3. DD Form 1513-1 - Amendment to LOA
Circumstances frequently require that change be made to an executed DD
Form 1513. There are times when U.S. interests are best served by processing
amendments to cover small changes in scope, since administrative reasons
sometimes preclude the preparation of new LOA's, or make it difficult and costly
to do so. The Amendment to a LOA, DD Form 1513-1 (See Figure 4-7), should be
used to meet only minimum essential administrative needs. The amendment may be
used for minor changes in scope, when such use of the form is essential for
administrative reasons.
All changes in the scope of an existing Letter of Offer should be treated as
a new FMS case unless the changes are minor and would for administrative reasons
be more effectively handled as an amendment. When a new case is prepared on the
basic DD Form 1513, a cross-reference to the previous FMS case may be made on
LOAs issued due to an increase in scope.
Major changes in the scope of an existing LOA require the preparation of
a new FMS case on the basic DD Form 1513 unless approval has been obtained
from DSAA to utilize the DD Form 1513-1. However, should changes in scope
occur in the same fiscal year as that in which the original LOA was accepted by the
purchaser and such amendment would also be accepted in the same fiscal year, use
of the DD Form 1513-1 is permitted. All amendments which reflect an increase in
excess of $50,000 should be coordinated with the Director, DSAA Operations.
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4. DD Form 1513-2 - Notice of Modification of LOA
The DD Form 1513-1 should be used only if the revision requires purchaser
acceptance before implementation. If the revision is a unilateral change on the part
of the United States Government to the terms and conditions of the LOA which
does not require purchaser acceptance, Notice of Modification of LOA, the DD
Form 1513-2 (See Figure 4-8), should be provided to the purchaser.
DD Form 1513-2 is utilized to record modifications to an existing LOA,
e.g., decreases in scope, and changes not affecting the scope of an LOA. All terms
and conditions of an existing DD Form 1513 and any related amendments thereto
not specifically noted as being modified by the DD Form 1513-2 remain unchanged
and in effect. If there is any doubt as to whether to use the DD Form 1513, DD
Form 1513-1, or the DD Form 1513-2 in a particular case it should be referred to
DSAA Operations for determination.
5. Letter of Intent (LOI)
Another agreement that is used is the LOI. There are two formats for
LOIs The DD Form 2012 (See figure 4-9), used to finance procurement of long
lead time items prior to the issuance of an LOA; and the DD Form 2012-1 (See
Figure 4-10), used to finance procurement of long lead time items during the
period between issuance of an LOA and acceptance by the purchasing country or
international organizations.
As both forms contemplate a specified dollar limitation upon the liability
of the purchaser for the procurement of long lead time items, in order to comply
with the requirements of the Arms Export Control Act, it is necessary that all cost-
reimbursement contracts awarded to implement a LOI (procurement as well as
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
AMENDMENT TO OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE
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Figure 4-7. DD Form 1513-1 Amendment to LOA
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
NOTICE OF MODIFICATION OF OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
LETTER OF INTENT
PUBCHASI O W.m» and ojdrrttl
tPurtho»er'$ Rr/rrrncr) <Catr ItUnhftrr)
The Government of
acting through its Ministry of Defense (hereinafter referred to as the "Purchaser") hereby declares its
firm intent to procure, under United States Arms Export Control Act (AFC.A) procedures, from the
Government of the United States, the following defense articles and defense services.
1. It is understood that the United States Department of the
plans to present to the Purchaser a Letter of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513) within
days after signature of this letter of Intent. Purchaser intends to sign said letter of Offer and Accept
ance not later than days after receipt. Except to the extent directly inconsistent with
the provisions hereof, the terms and conditions set forth on Annex A of 1)1) Form I 5 J 3 will
apply to all activities undertaken pursuant to this I/etter of Intent, and the estimated costs of such
activities will he included in the Letter of Offer and Acceptance. In particular, Conditions B.8, H.9,
and C on Annex A of DD Form IS 13 are hereby incorporated by reference and made an integral
part of this letter of Intent. This Letter of Intent shall be superseded upon Purchaser's signature of
the Letter of Offer and Acceptance.
2. In anticipation of the Purchaser's signature of the above-mentiohed I/etter of Offer and Accept-
ance the Purchaser commits his Government to the following
(a) In order to permit the United States Government to proceed immediately with the purchase
of long lead lime items and to cover associated administrative expenses, the United States Department
of the is herewith authorized to incur obligations and expend up to
the sum of $. (which includes all estimated termination costs) on an FMS depend
able undertaking hasis, to be exceeded only in the event of a decision by either a Court or Board which
increases the contractor's entitlement
(b) The Purchaser agTees to pay the full amount of such authorized obligations and to make
funds available in such amounts and at such times as may U> requested by the Uniti*d Stales Government
for expenditures against such obligations.
(c) It is estimated that the cost of the long lead time items, associated administrative expenses
and estimated termination costs will not exceed the amount set forth in subparagraph (a) of this para
graph. However, if at any time prior to Purchaser's signature of the above-mentioned letter of Offer
and Acceptance, the United States Department of the . has
reason to believe that the costs which it expects to incur in the performance of this Letter of Intent
will exceed the amount set forth in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, it shall promptly notify the
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Figure 4-9a. DD Form 2012 Letter Of Intent (LOT)
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the additional obhgational authority (by a new or modified Letter of Intent) will be required from the
Purchaser in order to continue performance under this Letter of Intent. If, after such notification, the
additional obhgational authority is not granted by the date aet forth in the notification, the United
States Government is authorized, in its discretion, to terminate any and all activities under this Letter
of Intent at Purchaser's expense, in accordance with subparagraph (b) above, in an amount not to
exceed the amount set forth in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph.
3. This Letter of Intent does not prejudice the Purchaser's decision on the acceptance of the
Letter of Offer. Moreover, the Purchaser may cancel all or any part of this Letter of Intent at any time
by notifying the United States Govennment. Upon receipt of such notification the United States
Government is authorized to terminate any and all activities initiated hereunder, at Purchaser's expense,
in accordance with paragraph 2(b), in an amount not to exceed the amount set forth in paragraph 2(a).
4. In the event of such cancellation or termination, the United States Government will use its
best efforts to minimize any termination costs.
5. Certain items for which procurements may be initiated hereunder are normally the subject of
defimuzauon or provisioning conferences, at which specific items and quantities are agreed upon. If
it is necessary to place any such items on order prior to any such conference, the United States Depart-
ment of the is authorized to do so, using its best judgment, and will
furnish a list of the items so ordered at the conference.
Dated
(Typed Samt mnd Title)
Accepted this day of , 19_
U.S. Department of the
Figure 4-9b. DD Form 2012 Letter of Intent (LOI)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
LETTER OF INTENT
PURCHASE R (Non ' and addre§tl
tl'urr hater f Relerencr I iCate litem, fun
The Government of
acting through its Ministry of Defense (hereinafter referred to as the "Purchaser") hereby declares its
firm intent to procure, under United States Arms Export Control Act (AFCA) procedures, from the
Government of the United States, the following defense articles and defense services.
1
. A Letter of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513) for such defense articles and defense*
services was issued to the Purchaser by the United States Department of the
on
.
, 19 . Purchaser intends to sign said Letter of Offer and Accept-
ance not later than days after receipt. Except to the extent directly inconsistent with the pro-
visions hereof, the term*; and conditions set forth on Annex A of DD Form 1513 will apply to
all activities undertaken pursuant to this Letter of Intent, the estimated costs of which activities have
been included in the letter of Offer and Acceptance. In particular. Conditions B.8, H.9, and C on
Annex A of DD Form 1513 are hereby incorporated by reference and made an integral part n( this
Letter of Intent This l/etter of Intent shall be superseded upon Purchaser's signature of the Letter
of Offer and AccepUincn.
2. In anticipation of the Purchaser's signature of the above-mentioned I/cttcr of Offer and Accept
ance the Purchaser commits his Government to the following:
(a) In order to permit the United States Government to proceed immediately with the pur-
chase of long lead time items and to cover associated administrative expenses, the United States Depart-
ment of the is herewith authorized to incur obligations and expend up
to the sum of $ (which includes all estimated termination costs) on an FMS depend-
able undertaking basis, to be exceeded only in the event of a decision by either a Court or Board which
increases the contractor's entitlement.
(b) The Purchaser agrees to pay the full amount of such authorized obligations and to make
funds available in such amounts and at such times as may be requested by the I Inited States Govern-
ment for expenditures against such obligations.
(c) It is estimated that the cost of the long lead time items, associated administrative expenses
and estimated termination costs will not exceed the amount set forth in subparagraph (a) of this para-
graph. However, if at any time prior to Purchaser's signature of the above-mentioned Letter of Offer
and Acceptance, the United States Department of the has reason to believe
that the costs which it expects to incur in the performance of this Letter of Intent will exceed the
amount set forth in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, it shall promptly notify the Purchaser in writing
to that effect. The notice shall state the estimated amount of and the date by which the additional
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Figure 4-10a. DD Form 2012-1
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order to continue performance under this Letter of Intent. If, after such notification, the additional
obligaiionaJ authority is not granted by the date set forth in the notification, the United States Govern-
ment is authonzed, in lis discretion, to terminate any and ail activities under this Letter of Intent at
Purchaser's expense, in accordance with subparagraph (b) above, in an amount not to exceed the amount
set forth in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph.
3. This Letter of Intent does not prejudice the Purchaser's decision on the acceptance of the
Letter of Offer. Moreover, the Purchaser may cancel all or any part of this Letter of Intent at any time
by notifying the United States Government. Upon receipt of such notification the United States Govern-
ment is authonzed to terminate any and all activities initiated hereunder, at Purchaser's expense, in
accordance with paragraph 2(b), in an amount not to exceed the amount set forth in paragraph 2(a).
4. In the event of such cancellation or termination, the United States Government will use its best
efforts to minimize any termination costs.
5. Certain items for which procurements may be initiated hereunder are normally the subject of
defirutization or provisioning conferences, at which specific items and quantities are agreed upon. If it
is necessary to place any such items on order prior to any such conference, the United States Department
of the is authorized to do so, using its best judgment, and will furnish a
list of the items so ordered at the conference.
Dated
tTyprd Nomr and Tlllt)
Accepted this day of
, 19
U.S. Department of the
Figure 4-10b. DD Form 2012-1
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research and development) include a Limitation of Cost or Funds contract clause.
That clause may be deleted by contract amendment after the purchaser's acceptance
of the LOA.
DD Form 2012-2 (See Figure 4-11), Amendment to Letter of Intent,
should be used for amending LOIs as provided for in paragraph 2(c) of DD Form
2012 and DD Form 2012-1. [Ref. 15:pp. 7-8 - 7-19]
D. THE COST OF FMS
The methodology employed in developing a FMS price depends upon whether
that price is to be placed on a DD Form 1513 as a cost estimate or wether it is the
price which is later reported in the billing system as the result of the constructive
delivery of an article or service. The prices entered on a DD Form 1513 are
estimates rather than firm commitments of the expected costs of articles and
services to be delivered some time in the future. This point must be stressed
throughout the planning, negotiation, and execution phases of a Foreign Military
Sale case.
During discussion and negotiations, both countries should recognize the
economic, production, and budget uncertainty that contribute to the difficulties in
making accurate estimates on prices and availability. However, accurate projections
of these costs in the DD Form 1513 are an important element in allowing the
purchaser to forecast and budget its needs through its system of government. So,
the DD Form 1513 is used to submit prices to the purchaser country unless a waiver
is obtained from the Director, DSAA. Where an instrument other than a DD Form
1513 is used, the pricing or cost estimating breakdown should use the same
elements of cost as found in the DD Form 1513. Where costs are calculated on the
basis of a particular percentage, only that percentage will be used unless a deviation
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SAMPLE DD Form 2012-2
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
AMENDMENT TO LETTER OF INTENT
(Date)
Dear Sirs:
Reference is made to the Letter of Intent between the
Government of and the
United States Department 51 trie , dated
,
identified E>y Case Designator
'. The Government of
desires to increase the amount set forth Tn paragraph 2(a) oT
said Letter of Intent and herewith authorizes the Department of
the to incur obligations and
expeTtB up to the sum oT 5 on FMS
dependable undertaking basis for said Case.
(Typed Nanc and Titie)
Figure 4-11. DD Form 2012-2
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is specifically granted by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
Requests for other exceptions to the pricing policies should also be submitted to the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). While a percentage is used in
computing prices, actual dollar figures are reflected on the DD Form 1513, not the
Percentage.
The Arms Export Control Act (AECA), as amended, requires the United States
Government to determine and recover all costs relating to FMS except where
authority exists for reduction or waiver. The following elements must be
considered when developing an FMS price
1
.
Cost of the item/service (purchase price, inventory value, etc.).
2. Accessorial Costs: For expenses of issuing and transferring material (if
applicable). This is similar to a materiel handling charge and is generally
added as a percentage factor.
3. Administrative Charge: For expenses of sales negotiation, procurement,
accounting, budgeting, etc. (added as a percentage factor); applicable to all
transactions.
4. Nonrecurring Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) and
production costs: For DoD investment (if applicable); these are added on a
pro-rata basis.
5. Asset Use Charge: For use of DoD facilities and equipment (if applicable);
these are added as a percentage factor.
6. Contract administration costs: Costs that are directly related to FMS delivery
from a production contract (added as a percentage factor).
The above elements of a FMS price can be combined into two major categories
1. The base price: Generally refers to the cost of the item or service, i.e.,
contract price, inventory price, replacement price, etc.
2. The authorized surcharge: On the other hand, relates to the application of a
charge (often on a percentage or pro-rata basis) that is dependent to some
degree on the value of a base price(s) or other pricing combinations.
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E. THE FINANCING OF FMS
The financing of a Foreign Military Sale to an eligible country can be
accomplished through cash financing or through some types of credit assistance
utilizing the United States Government resources. The payment in all cases is
stipulated in U.S. dollars.
The first and most common method of financing is cash payment. This method
is used either by direct contract between foreign governments and the United States
manufacturers or government-to-government sales under the Foreign Military
Sales Program.
The following cash options can be considered for financing a Foreign Military
Sale. These options include
1. Cash with Acceptance: This term applies when the initial case deposit equals
the total amount of the case. Paragraph B.3.a. of Annex A to the LOA refers
to the Purchaser's obligation under this term.
2. Cash Prior to Delivery: Under this term, the United States Government
collects cash in advance of delivery of defense articles and rendering of
defense services from DoD resources. Paragraph B.3.b. of Annex A to the
LOA refers to the purchaser's obligation under this term.
3. Dependable Undertaking: Under this term, the United States Government
collects cash in advance of procurement contract payment requirements.
Paragraph B.3.C. of Annex A to the LOA refers to the purchaser's obligation
under this term.
4. Payment on Delivery: Under this term, the United States Government issues
bills to the purchaser at the time of delivery of defense articles or rendering
of defense services from DoD resources. Paragraph B.3.d. of Annex A to the
LOA refers to the purchaser's obligation under this term.
5. Loan Agreement (insert purchaser) (insert three digit loan agreement
number), dated (insert date). This term applies to payment for a Foreign
Military Sale in whole or in part with FMS loan funds, extended or
guaranteed by DoD under section 23 or 24 of the Arms Export Control Act
or under other legislation. Paragraph B.3.e. of Annex A to the LOA refers to
the Purchaser's obligation under this term. The implementing agency will
determine initial deposit requirements in the same manner as for cash sales.
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There are also some types of government resources available to a foreign
government for Foreign Military Sale. These are
1
.
DoD Guaranteed Loans: This kind of financing constitutes the major portion
of the current FMS credit program. In this instance, DoD (DSAA) submits a
guaranty (against all political and credit risks of nonpayment, including
rescheduling actions or temporary defaults) to the Federal Financing Bank
(FFB), who in turn is responsible for signing the loan agreement with the
borrowing country.
2. DoD Direct Credit (or Loans): Historically, this type of financing has been
used to assist those FMS countries in the process of economic development.
The source of funding to finance this credit program is a fund appropriated
by the Congress and is included in the annual appropriation. The credit
agreement is between the borrowing country and DSAA.
3. Commercial Credit: FMS customer countries can negotiate financing for
FMS purchases with commercial banks and lending institutions, if it so
desires; however, it is seldom used because the interest rate charged is greater
than that charged by the Federal Financing Bank, and additionally, such loans
are not guaranteed by the DoD. [Ref. 17]
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V. THE ROC PROCUREMENT SYSTEM
A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
With few exceptions the story of postwar United States military aid to countries
in the Far East is a story of the United States' attempts to prevent the spread of
Chinese Communism. After the end of World War II, American policy toward
ROC during this period remained ambiguous until it was too late to prevent the
Chinese Communist advances by military and economic assistance alone.
Shortly after the end of fighting of Second World War, President Truman
assured the ROC that the United States would help modernize and strengthen
Chinese armed forces "of moderate size'^JPart of this commitment was fulfilled by
continuation of Lend Lease Program in support of 39 divisions and 8 1/3 air force
groups. The total cost of the continued lend lease has been estimated to be $769
million.
When lend lease expired on June 30, 1946 the United States continued military
assistance to ROC under a variety of legal authorizations and expedients. Naval
assistance was furnished under a special law passed in 1946 which authorized the
dispatch of a non-combatant naval mission, various types of technical assistance and
the transfer of naval vessels. Ultimately, some 131 vessels with an acquisition cost
of $141.3 million were transferred under this program. Although no special law
was passed authorizing the action, the President Truman in February of 1946
authorized the Secretaries of War and Navy to establish a military advisory group
in ROC. These were establish without a special agreement with the government of
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ROC. In addition to this assistance the China Aid Act of 1948 resulted in a total of
about $123 million of additional military aid to ROC.
In 1949 the Republic of China took its forces from the mainland of China to
Taiwan and the offshore islands, the mainland of China eventually lost into Chinese
Communist hands. With the Chinese Communists building their strength on the
mainland, prospects for ROC's continued tenure on Taiwan did not look good. The
United States did not wish to become involved and indicated this publicly. On
January 5, 1950, President Truman stated that the United States had no intention of
interfering militarily in the situation and that the United States would not provide
military aid or advice to the ROC on Taiwan. I
The attack in Korea quickly resulted in a reversal of United States policy. In
late June of 1950 the President ordered the Seventh Fleet to prevent any attack on
Taiwan. The policy of assisting the ROC in the defense of Taiwan has persisted to
the December 31, 1979, the United States established diplomatic relations with the
People's Republic of China and terminated the agreement of mutual defense. [Ref.
18:pp. 17-22]
Since Mutual Defense Treaty of 1954 the United States has been the guarantor
of the security of ROC. Not surprisingly, ROC has been a major recipient of the
United States security assistance, although that relationship has significantly
changed with the normalization of relations between the United States and the
People's Republic of China. Figure 5-1 provides a view of the types of military
equipment provided ROC during the period 1950-1963. The figure shows that
during this period 43 percent of all equipment provided ROC by the United States
was combat equipment.
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Figure 5-1. Military Equipment Provided Taiwan, FY1950-1963
As shown in Figure 5-2, during the period since 1963 spare parts from the
United States accounted for the single largest category of ROCs military orders,
equalling 46 percent, and support services accounted for an additional 17 percent.
Agreements to purchase combat equipment declined to 25 percent of all orders
during this period.
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Figure 5-2. Military Equipment Provided Taiwan, FY1964-1985
Figure 5-3 compares United States grant military assistance to total United
States military deliveries to Taiwan since 1950. The figure shows that until 1967
military deliveries to Taiwan consisted solely of grant assistance. By 1974 sales had
exceeded grants, and by 1979 grant assistance had ended. While military deliveries
continued through 1984 at levels consistent with the late 1960s and 1970s, namely
around $400 to $600 million a year, these sales did not equal the level of grant
assistance given ROC in the 1950s. This trend giving currently the ROC has only
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one option which is FMS cash procurement, to obtain its required sophisticated
weapon systems.Evidence of America's serious commitment to the security of ROC
can only be conveyed by continued military sales of significant defensive weaponry
to the Taiwan. Upon ending diplomatic relations with ROC, Congress passed the
Taiwan Relations Act of 1979 and stated that the United States "will make available
to Taiwan such defense articles and defense services in such quantity as may be
necessary to enable Taiwan to maintain sufficient self-defense capability."
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Figure 5-3. FMS and Grant Agrmts with Taiwan, FY1950-1980
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In fact, arms sales did resume in 1980, but during this period the ROC has
suffered what is perhaps the highest turndown rate on Foreign Military Sales
requests to the United States of any foreign government. For the author's
perception, it seems transparently clear that the United States Government's
decisions concerning arms sales to the ROC have not been governed by the defense
needs of the Taiwan military, nor are they explicable in terms of the Government's
stipulated arms control policies. The Reagan Administration on January 11, 1982
announced its decision to deny the sale of FX aircraft to Taiwan which is an
apparent case of this trend. And the decision was determined by changes that had
taken place in the international political and strategic environment in which the
United States is compelled to operate. [Ref. 19:pp. 135-145]
B. PROCUREMENT PROCESS
Given Taiwan's such special circumstances, with no doubt, its levels of
procurement would continue to be cash sales. And such an existing procurement
process does not have any significant distinct structure of phases and major decision
points, the milestones, such as characterize the United States method.
Procurement begins by identifying needs and their funding. All procurement,
large or small, routine or complex, must be initiated by the identification of a
current or predictable need. The nature of the need and its relationship to the
economy becomes the principal guiding force in the development of the
procurement planning. One aspect of the needs-determining process that may cause
confusion is the distinction between routine support requirements and special or
nonroutine generation of demands.
Procurement action may be facilitated for many types of needs that arise
regularly as a result of established programs like inventory replacement, ordinary
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operating procedures, maintenance, and repair. On the other hand, needs arise that
are unique, unexpected, or a part of major systems development. In these situations,
funding problems, strategy selection and source decisions may be complex and may
involve substantial management effort, technical expertise and time.
The planning phase, the second step of the procurement process, is principally
where procurement strategy is developed. Critical to the strategy decision is the
translation of perceived needs into detailed statements that will be incorporated into
one or more individual procurement actions.
The next step is solicitation, selection and award of contracts.
The final phase, identified as contract administration, is the time when
outcomes are reached and the success of the strategy is discerned. This final
segment often has a far greater time frame than the other segments of the process.
During the contract administration phase, various management actions occur and
most procurement resources are consumed. Also within this phase, many additional
procurement actions may be generated, defined and executed. Completion, delivery
and acceptance, payment, and warranties also occur during contract administration.
The existence of a defined structure of the ROC procurement system with a
clear phases and milestones as shown in Figure 5-4.
C. PROCUREMENT METHODS
One of ROC's major challenges is the loss of world diplomatic recognition and
the accompanying closure of defense markets. To counter the loss of previous
allies, ROC has developed important relations with some countries in recent years.
And has begun buying defense equipment from those countries other than the
United
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Figure 5-4. ROC Standard Operation Procedure
States, including missiles from Israel, submarines from Netherlands, etc. . But, also
fearing a potential end to the U.S. defense equipment supply, efforts at defense self-
sufficiency is encouraging its civil defense industries to boost their outputs and
capabilities.
Face on these variety resources, the method of procurement is still basis for
considering procurement activities. It is derived largely from the procurement
statutes. Four methods are recognized that involve distinguishable types of activity.
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They are sealed bidding, competitive negotiations, noncompetitive negotiation and
small purchases.
Sealed bidding procurement uses a highly structured set of procedures that lead
to formal bid openings. The opening is followed by responsiveness and price
evaluation techniques entirely different from the techniques and procedures
pertinent to the other methods. Any contract agencies shall obtain full and open
competition through the use of competitive procedures. One form of competitive
procedure is solicitation using sealed bids. The award will be based on price and
other price-related factors after considering the solicitation, submission of bids,
and evaluation processes necessary to make the award. When using this procedure,
the agency should reasonably expect to receive more than one sealed bid in response
to its solicitation and should not consider it necessary to conduct discussions with
the sources submitting bids.
Competitive negotiation is pertinent for requirements that are less well defined
than those for which sealed bidding is applicable. In other words, it is considered
appropriate when sealed bids are not pertinent to the requirement. With
competitive proposals it is an expectation of the agency that it would hold
discussions with each of the offerors, after receipt of their proposals, in the process
of arriving at an agreement prior to the award of a contract. However, under the
competitive proposal procedure, the agency is required to reserve the right to
award its contract without discussions. But such an award should result in the
lowest overall cost to the government.
The category of noncompetitive negotiation should be made under following
situations:
1. There is only one responsible source is available and no alternative type of
source will satisfy the needs.
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2. Under unusual and compelling urgency, when the government would be
seriously injured unless the agency limited the number of solicited sources.
3. When restriction of an award to a particular source is required because of:
• The necessity to maintain a particular source to ensure its availability in
the event of national emergency.
• The need to establish or maintain an essential engineering research or
development capacity provided by a nonprofit institution.
4. When the item is a brand name commercial item for authorized resale.
5. When national security requires that disclosure of the requirement be limited
to the particular sources from which the bid or proposal is solicited.
The final category is small purchase which actions are conducted only when the
contract amount does not exceed 20 thousands ROC's dollar. This is distinguished
because small purchase actions are not only small in magnitude but highly repetitive
in character. Furthermore, most have a short reaction time. [Ref. 20:pp. 245-274]
D. CURRENT PROBLEM
With respect to arms sales, the United States declared:
The United States Government does not seek to carry out a long-term policy
of arms sales to Taiwan that its sales to Taiwan will not exceed, either in
qualitative or in quantatitive terms, the level of those supplied in recent years
since the establishment of diplomatic relations between the United States and
China, and that it intends to reduce gradually its sale of arms to Taiwan,
leading over a period of time to a final resolution .
There are two points in the above quotation that are key factors to effect the
United States foreign military sale to ROC.
1. First: The United States "will not exceed the level" of arms "supplied in
recent years " As a matter of fact, the Reagan Administration has tied
quantity to the dollar amounts adjusted for inflation, also on January 11, 1982
announced its decision to deny the ROC's request for more advanced F-16 or
F-18 aircraft which clearly declared its tied quality policy.
2. Second: The United States will "reduce gradually"the sales of arms" leading
over a period of time to a final resolution ." Just because the second key
words here are gradually (moving by degrees, little by little ?) and resolution
(not final termination, but final negotiated level ?) , the wording allows for a
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great deal of flexibility and interpretation. It goes almost without saying that
nobody can predict the next Administration will give every evidence, that any
arms requests tendered by the ROC will receive the same treatment in the
future, that they have in the past.
Given such ambiguous procurement environment to ROC, it seems quite clear
why:
1. The ROC still suffered the highly turndown rate on FMS requests to the
United States.
2. It takes a long time to receive FMS materials when compared to procurement
from direct commercial sales from U.S. companies.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
A. CONCLUSION
Should the United States decline to make sales of major military equipment on a
regular basis, ROC's defensive capabilities will deteriorate, the Taiwan Strait
region will be jeopardized, America's credibility as a defense partner will be
impaired, and the intentions of the Taiwan Relations Act would have been violated.
Given the present disposition of the FMS policy makers in the U.S. side and the
determination of the authorities in PRC side to obstruct such arms sales, it appears
unlikely that the defense needs of the ROC will be met. If so, the damage done to the
defense capabilities of Taiwan may well become irreparable in a very short time. It
is my conclusion, bearing in mind this critical conditions, the Foreign Military
Sales Program can be said to teach many valuable lessons for recognition and
development mutual relationships in the United States and Republic of China.
B. RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that, with respect to ROC on Taiwan, the United States
strategic objective should be to continue to assure a military strong Taiwan. To this
end, U.S. should provide the maximum amount of military support allowable under
the stated intent of the Taiwan Relations Act.
It is recommended that, under current environment, the Republic of China
should not only insure a certain level of military balance, but also enhance the
overall efficiency in acquisition of weapon system. And the efficiency in acquisition
can be obtained in several ways: institutional betterment, and strategic and
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operational improvements. Of course, if an all-round and simultaneous approach to
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